
As a part of its continuous process improvement programme, SPXFLOW, a US based food and beverage   

machinery OEM has approved Superior Pump Technologies in NSW, Australia as a certified repair centre.

Superior Pump Technologies is a long term SPXFLOW sales channel 

partner specialising in Waukesha Cherry-Burrell products. Last year 

APV, Bran Luebbe and Johnson pumps were added to the SPT portfolio.

    SPT are well known for the ability to focus on providing second to none quality 

    of work, customer service and satisfaction. Customers can expect highest level of 

    service from SPT with no price impact compared to dealing with SPXFLOW direct.    service from SPT with no price impact compared to dealing with SPXFLOW direct.

Workshop certification expands Superior Pump Technologies’ service capabilities with both in-situ and 

off-site pump, valve, homogeniser and heat exchanger service and repairs. Customers are guaranteed that 

only genuine SPXFLOW spare parts will be used during repair, which ensures performance and reliability of 

equipment.

SuperiorSuperior Pump Technologies offers their customers technical expertise and extensive experience in food and 

beverage, dairy, petfood, pharmaceutical and other industries requiring sanitary equipment. We have the 

ability to size pumps and valves to suit clients’ applications, design, manufacture and assemble pump and 

drive units with minimal lead time supported by large stock of pumps and spare parts at our Chipping Norton 

facility. 

Even though original parts may cost more than non-branded replacements, they are designed to protect your 

pump, your process and to minimise your total cost of ownership over the lifetime of the equipment.

Quality,Quality, performance and compliance are all factors in selecting the correct technology to ensure profitable    

production. Genuine SPXFLOW spare parts play a critical role in maintaining and protecting a plant’s                              

performance. Quick savings offered by “might fit” part may look appealing, but could be costly to your                   

operation in the future due to downtime caused by potential equipment failure or contamination of process fluids. 
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